... and I'm thrilled to share that the New Harvest community stepped up to help us reach our goal of $14,000 to maximize the impact of our cultured meat safety research.

Thanks to the generosity of supporters like you, our landmark safety paper will be open access as soon as it's published.

But not only that!

This support will also help transform the paper into a digital tool, making our research findings even more accessible and easy to apply to the real world.

Thank you for collectively helping to secure the future of cellular agriculture by putting safety first!

Maximize Impact of Research Paper

$4,000 raised

$10,000 raised

Phase I: Open access fee
Goal: $4,000

Phase II: Digital tool
Goal: $10,000

A special shout-out goes to all 30 community members who made this possible, including:

Wendy Alcorn
Karin Conradi
Axel Fehr
Kiran Karra
Kira Kviat
Nicolas Lacombe
Roman Lauš
Jeremy Piacente
Kelly Tesiatore
Tipping Point Foundation
...and many others!

And we're just getting started! Stay tuned for the official publication of our safety paper and the rollout of our digital tool!

With immense gratitude,

[Signature]

A gift to New Harvest is the most effective way to advance cell ag. To date, NH alumni have founded eight companies and NH-supported researchers have advanced the science behind cultured meat at 15 universities. Our staff of eleven is building an ecosystem of cell ag pioneers. We are powered by people like you—

Support cell ag research

New Harvest is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization.
EIN/tax ID number: 20-1425438
All donations are fully tax deductible.